
WHAT WE DO
We simplify the lives of our partners by consolidating their professional services offering:

Financial plan development

Investment management including traditional and  
   impact/esg/bri/sri investing

Tax planning

Tax preparation

Estate tax planning

Estate planning

Trust management and execution

Insurance advice

Benefits advice

Retirement planning
Real estate services:
 Mortgage rate watch
 Property purchase or sell management

We believe that your resources—your time, your abilities, your energy, your money—are tools that should be 
used to facilitate greater joy in your life, the life of your family, and your impact on the world. We know that 

identifying and managing your team of trusted professionals to help you along the way takes away from your 
ability to do what matters most to you:  

LIVE & GIVE.

The business of family services:
 Family mission and vision development
 Family governance
 Family meeting design
 Family meeting facilitation
 Family education
Generosity plan development, vetting and facilitation including
   philanthropic giving

Volunteer opportunity identification and facilitation

Business services:
 Business management
 Business taxes
 Employee benefits
 Business risk evaluation
 Business succession or sell
 Book keeping

Generous  
Wealth Journey

HOW WE DO IT
The Generous Wealth Journey begins with a unique 6 stage process facilitated by 
one of our expert partner relationship managers that guides individuals and couples 
in exploring and gaining clarity around:

Specific concerns and possible 
options for relieving stress and anxiety

What is most important to you and 
how to organize your priorities

Your hopes, dreams, and aspirations

A vision for your rich life that will 
guide your personal and financial 

decisions

A saving, sharing, and spending plan 
that will support your chosen lifestyle 

and keep you on track to reaching 
the vision of your ideal life



As the picture becomes clearer, we will perform a thorough assessment of 
all aspects of your financial life as well as identify other needed or desired services. 
Understanding your perspective, preferences, priorities, and vision for your ideal future 
will become the basis for our planning and analysis. As we conclude this process, we 
will be able to provide you with:

A detailed summary and analysis of your current financial life, including all areas of a 
comprehensive financial plan

A report on any gaps that exist in your current financial state and recommendations 
for adjustments that you can make

A list of financial strategies to reduce your financial concerns, move toward your 
vision of your ideal life, and proactively plan for life transitions on the horizon

The identification, coordination and facilitation of additional professionals needed to 
help you and your family carryout your unique version of the rich life.

An overview of potential unexpected scenarios and recommendations on how to 
build resilience should these scenarios occur

 
Following our final meeting, we will provide you with drafts of the items listed above, 
including any revisions.

Proactive Planning
Regularly throughout the year, we will review the key elements of 
your vision for an ideal future to assess any shifts in perspective that 
require modifications. We will also identify any new opportunities, 
challenges, or life transitions that require exploration and discussion. 
After collecting all necessary information, we will discuss the pros and 
cons of the various options and collaboratively select a path forward 
that will work best for you and your family. We serve as a “thinking 
partner” for those we serve. Many find this to be invaluable when 
considering their options and next steps.

Access to Resources
Through your online partner portal you can access resources to help 
you stay on track and organized while working toward the vision of 
your ideal life. This will include: 
1) an area that will house your completed GWJ Planning exercises 
and the Key Elements of Your GWJ Plan Summary, 
2) financial reports, projections, and educational resources, and 
3) an electronic vault for organizing and storing all of your important 
financial and estate planning documents to be provided to family 
members when needed.

Facilitation and Assistance with Communication
Implementing and updating parts of your financial  plan will 
require communication with other professionals. This may include 
an insurance agent or broker, CPA, estate planning attorney, and/
or healthcare coordinator. As part of our Partnership Program, we 
coordinate  communication with your professional team to ensure the 
implementation aligns  with your preferences and vision.

Monitoring and Keeping You Informed
Throughout the year, our goal is to act as the eyes and ears for 
all things financial, allowing you to keep your focus on what you 
care about most. This means that we will stay abreast of changes in 
the economy, markets, and tax law to ensure your strategies are up 
to date. It will be our goal to reduce the impact of volatile market 
conditions, taxes, and fees on the value of your portfolio while 
identifying new opportunities to assist you in reaching the vision of 
your ideal life more quickly. We will reach out to you periodically 
as issues or opportunities arise that we feel may benefit your unique 
situation.

Our Partners receive services and benefits in the following four key areas:

Throughout the twists and turns of your life’s journey, we will be available as your “thinking partner” to 
brainstorm options and identify the path that is best suited for you and your family. Ultimately, Initiate 
Impact is here to help you make mindful and purposeful decisions about your money and life to reduce 
anxiety, increase life satisfaction, and pursue a meaningful and fulfilling life.

Generous Wealth Journey

www.initiateimpact.com


